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Anger is often the way that children and young people, especially
boys, express difficult feelings they are experiencing. They may
well be finding it difficult to recognise where these feelings are
coming from.
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The Anger Volcano resource is a way of exploring causes of anger,
feelings, how these feelings manifest themselves, what helps the
young person and what support they feel they need.
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THE ANGER VOLCANO
•

Anger can build up like lava in a volcano and then explode!

•

Think about what you might be feeling when you get angry.

•

Circle the words that apply to you.
Look at the pictures around the volcano which show how some young
people react to anger. What do you do when you feel angry?

Start at the bottom right of the square and follow
the arrows around the whole square to complete
one deep breath.

annoyed unsure grief
shame nervous exhausted
disrespected

scared

anxious

Breathe in for 4

envious regret

Breathe out for 4

Hold for 4

Hold for 4

•

Square Breathing

disgusted attacked insecure hurt distrustful

Start

helpless stressed worried offended rejected
trapped uncomfortable grumpy overwhelmed
embarrassed lonely depressed tricked frustrated
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Coping Skills
Tick off the ones that you’ve tried, circle the ones that you’d
like to try, and cross out the ones that didn't work!
 Deep breathing

 Write a story

 Take a mindful walk

 Crossword Puzzles

 Yoga

 Sudoku

 Imagine your favourite place

 Bake or Cook

 Think of your favourite things

 Random Acts of Kindness

 Say the alphabet slowly

 Read

 Run water over your hands

 Clean

 Carry a small object

 Play with a pet

 Touch things around you

 Play a board game

 Move

 Play with a friend

 Make a fist then release it

 Start a garden

 Positive self-talk

 Make up your own game

 Have a shower or bath

 Plan a fun event

 Have a drink of water

 Start a new hobby

 Counting

 Do a crafting project

 Take a break

 Be silly and laugh

 Squeeze something

 Write in a journal

 Use a stress ball

 Write silly songs

 Shred paper

 Play music

 Bubble wrap

 Draw

 Shuffle cards

 Talk to someone you trust

 Make something

 Create a playlist

 Use a fidget

 Write what’s bothering you
and throw it away

 Exercise

•

•

Put a cross where you feel anger in your body
What does it feel like? Do you grind your teeth? Does your heart beat
faster?
This is a good way to recognise early warning signs of anger.

This is where
I feel anger in
my body

 Write a letter to someone

 Dance


•



(add your own!)

(add your own!)
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What helps me?

What support do I need?

4

What helps you to keep calm?
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